INTRODUCTION
The computer is a powerful tool for performing monotonous calculations correctly, be they numeric, symbolic, or other.
Indeed, there are important problems that quite naturally require manipulations of various kinds of data during calculation of their solution.
Thus, an important goal of computer science research today is the development and understanding of complex and useful algorithms that involve assorted manipulations. This work has historically been hampered by lack of appropriate programming languages for expression of such general algorithms.
Fortran (say) is unsuited for most symbolic manipulation, while Reduce (say) is not designed for efficient numerical manipulation.
An approach to language extensibility recently pursued by various language designers [I, 3, 6] shows considerable promise in resolving this dilemma.
In this paper, we discuss aspects of a particular algorithm, namely that of finding an approximation to a real function of n variables, that uses both symbolic and numeric manipulations.
Development of this algorithm was motivated in part by an actual application; it is being used in a study of the optimal design of a geothermal energy extraction plant [4] .
Our experience here with the extensible language Madcap [6] , in which the approximation algorithm was developed, certainly corroborates the importance of very high level, general-purpose languages for the design of involved algorithms.
THE PROBLEM
One is given a function of n variables f (i.e., a procedure with n input parameters).
Each function evaluation is the result of a time-consuming and inexact calculation.
The function values themselves may be of interest, but more often they are useful for some other purpose such as locating local extrema, plotting projections to understand relations between variables, etc.
Consequently, the specific points at which f is to be evaluated are not known in advance, but are determined by later use. Very often a grid is placed on the domain of interest, the function evaluated at each grid point, and some local approximation (often an interpolant and usually a polynomial) is used whenever function values are needed in order to save time.
If the input function is smooth and its domain small, a regular grid is usually sufficient.
But if, as is normally the case, significant structure is present the grid spacing required for resolution is too small to be practical. The problem our algorithm solves is the automatic construction of an adequate continuous piecewise polynomial interpolant given a requested absolute accuracy~.
The decomposition of the domain (generally irregular) is done with the goal of using as few expensive function evaluations as possible.
THE METHOD
The approach taken follows closely that of an algorithm for adaptive numerical quadrature in n dimensions which has been developed by the authors [2] . The idea is progressively to subdivide n-space into smaller and smaller pieces until the approximation over each piece is sufficiently accurate.
The strategy of subdivision adapts itself to the behavior of the function in that fine subdivision will occur only in regions of space where the function is difficult to approximate.
The basic unit of subdivision is the n-simplex, a triangle for n = 2, a tetrahedron for n = 3, etc.
This cell was chosen for two basic reasons: (i) Simplexes use function evaluations efficiently, since n-space can be tesselated into nsimplexes such that a mesh point is a vertex of (n+l) l simplexes whereas for n-cubes the corresponding number is only 2 n.
(2) Doubling the degree of polynomial approximation can make use of the same function evaluations as subdividing the simplex, since when a simplex is subdivided into 2 n subsimplexes, those subsimplexes into 2 n sub-subsimplexes, etc. to m 'levels, the total number of n + 2 m ) mesh points is n and this is precisely the number of terms in a polynomial of degree 2 m in n variables.
We cannot delve deeply into the algorithm here, we only discuss the construction and use of the polynomial interpolant over a simplex, since there both symbolic and numerical tools come into play.
We assume f is defined over an nsimplex and wish to construct a dth degree polynomial interpolant.
For purposes of illustration, we consider n = 2 and d = 2. The simplex is then a triangle and six [ (n+ = n points are required to determine the polynomial since that is the number of monomials of degree <2 in two independent physical variables. An efficient method of constructing this approximation is based on a scheme of Silvester [5] which uses a barycentric coordinate system over the simplex and produces a polynomial in three [= n+l] barycentric variables. The method precomputes certain basic polynomials over a general simplex.
The jth polynomial is constructed to evaluate to 1 at the jth of six selected points and to 0 at the others.
A simple linear combination of these basic polynomials then yields the interpolant for a given specific simplex.
The six points used are, in barycentric coordinates, Computer calculation of Q is also straightforward provided we can do polynomial arithmetic easily.
The algorithm is expressed as a procedure in the Madcap language in Fig. 2 dot multiply (.) and subtract (-) to form the linear polynomials and for constant multiplication, the small product (~) to form the univariate R's (the innermost product), and the big product (~) to form the multivariate Q. Now let P0' Pi' "''' Pv-i be the " ~n + d~" evaluation points and let Q0' QI'
\ n ] "''' Qv-I be the corresponding basis polynomials (independent of f). The linear combination
is then the polynomial approximation to f over a specific simplex in barycentric variables.
[This formula shows the need for a plus (+) operator in our polynomial space.
Other useful operators include subscript for picking off coefficients and juxtaposition for evaluating a polynomial at a point in n-space.]
This polynomial can now be evaluated without repeating the time-consuming computation needed to construct it.
NUMERIC COMPUTATION
Numeric computation in the form of matrix arithmetic arises naturally in the evaluation of the polynomial interpolant, essentially for the conversion between points given in physical coordinates to points given in barycentric coordinates. Let (x0,Y0) , (xl,Yl) , (x2,Y2) be vertices of a triangle given in physical coordinates, and p = (x,y) be an arbitrary point in 2space.
The barycentric coordinates<b0,bl,b2> of p relative to the triangle may be calculated from the relations manipulation programs make use of a space of matrices (including vectors) with representation via tuples of tuples and the operators of multiply (.) and invert (exponentiation to -i).
Thus, numeric as well as symbolic manipulation is expressed with natural notation.
